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From: Tap Russell (clyn2der@yahoo.ca)
To: phaedo@sympatico.ca; dakiniwisdom2008@gmail.com;
Date: Tue, July 13, 2010 2:34:27 PM
Cc: probertson@pembina.com; amy@karo.com;
Subject: Stephen Harper & CSIS

Gareth
Good to talk this morning, and thanks for your telephone call. As mentioned my WIKI is well worth
looking at:
Http://zerzetzen.wikispaces.com
It’s about the use of Stasi-style torture techniques by our intelligence services against my innocent family
and it is being covered up by 2 governments. You will see in the WIKI a description of my experience of
zerzetsen threats, and the extraordinary extent to which I have gone to try and get an honest investigation.
You will also note the extent to which my accusations of “no touch” torture and State cover-up are
corroborated for verification purposes by independent witness testimony. Every single accusation is
supported by corroborative evidence for verification purposes; details of which (though not on the wiki)
have been provided in writing to the Police in Canada as an attachment to a signed Statement..
On the 2nd Chapter of the WIKI is a list of some others like us who have had a roughly similar experience
from CSIS/MI5/MI6. The Lahane story that I wrote at the end of June can be viewed on the mostlywater
web site by keying in Roderick Russell. – it is simply his UK publisher’s press release about the book
“Unperson, a life destroyed” and summarises it all.
My story is particularly appalling – A complete override of rule of law in Canada , with CSIS conducting a
zerzetsen (or as you mention they call it a “D & D” (disrupt & diffuse) ) torture campaign against my family
which our government, to Mr. Harper’s certain knowledge, is covering up. I explained to you the
extraordinary lengths I had gone to ensure that Mr. Harper was made aware of the situation through
intermediaries; and that I can prove it. Stasi style torture by CSIS, a systemic cover-up across the justice
system, involvement of a foreign government, and with his Cabinet Ministers running the other way is
indeed a major issue for any Prime Minister, who, according to your skocking allegations may be a one
time CSIS operative. Your story was particularly relevant to me because of the involvement of CSIS in
Canada and I had summarised your documentation as follows.
#############
Mr. Gareth Llewellyn alleges – C. 1988 he was a Campaign Manager for Stephen Harper’s (Reform Party
(amalgamated with Conservatives some years later)) failed attempt to become MP for Calgary West
constituency. He and Harper allegedly had a quarrel. Harper, who allegedly was a CSIS Operative
(allegations according to Mr. Llewellyn), as well as a politico, allegedly used CSIS to smear Llewellyn all
over Ottawa . Move on nearly 20 years and Harper is now Prime Minister . Shortly following Mr. Harper’s
assumption of office, CSIS launches a STASI-style (zerzetsen – which CSIS calls D&D) persecution
program against Llewellyn; which Mr. Llewellyn describes in his documentation
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Prior to his involvement with Mr. Harper in 1988, Mr. Llewellyn was an executive assistant for two sitting
Conservative MP’s in Ottawa .. C. 1990, Mr. Llewellyn stops being a Conservative movement political
activist and becomes a civil servant. Most of his more recent career is now in an Intelligence Division of the
Treasury Dept. (i.e. anti-money laundering, etc.)
##############
I gathered that my summary was more or less accurate for a brief précis, except that you can’t be sure that
Mr. Harper had launched the programme against you (you thought it might be CSIS on its own).
Gareth, I think you need to approach the press with a summary to wet their appetite – something along the
lines I have done, in the above précis, for example. You have to wet their appetite first before they spend
time on details. This stuff never stops unless you can resolve it. I think it would be to your advantage to
give the press a summary of facts (that you can prove) and let them conclude as to whether Harper is
involved or not. You may find that they are scared to get your story out; in which case get it out yourself.
To me it seems very strange that a guy who had a close relationship (and a quarrel) all these years ago with
Harper, and suddenly, almost immediately after he becomes Prime Minister, gets subjected to an alleged D
& D (zerzetsen) persecution campaign, and that this persecution does not somehow relate to the Prime
Minister’s assuming office.
I think it would be to your advantage to notify your old colleague, Mr. Harper, as to what is going on. You
knew him personally all these years ago. If he is not involved with it, he will resolve it for you. If he doesn’t
resolve it you will know what the truth is. Gareth, look at the concerns you have re the car incident. I used
to think – CSIS, etc. are patriotic and intelligent and decent so they couldn’t do this. How wrong I was. My
view is that things will be safer for you when your story is in the public domain.
I have copied my relatives as I do since my communications are often interfered with, and will notify Robin
that we have communicated.
Roderick Russell
#207, 1733 – 27 Ave. SW

Calgary, AB T2T 1G9 Canada
Tel: 403.229.0864
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